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Sitting beside Martin Rowe, ex-British and WRG rally champion, in any rally car would
be a fabulous experience. To do it flat out in a 1973 Porsche 911, rally prepped by Tuthill
Porsche, on a snow covered Norwegian forest road is mind bending.

Neil Tolich Does some Winter Training

I _^ a valley 300 kilometres north of Oslo is Lake Dagali,

I n and the perfect test facility to learn to drive on ice.
r r I Tuthill Porsche leases the privately owned lake and

surrounding land, with a snow covered tarmac airport bordered
by pine forests. over the winter months they provide one on
one tutoring for groups of four to six people, usually over two
action-packed days. Trainers are Martin Rowe and Richard
Tuthil l , also an ex-WRC driver.

f n February this year, U2TC competitor David Fitzsimons was
joined by UK racer Bil l Wykeham, German Alfa supremo Alex
Furiani, and fellow Kiwi driver Neil Tolich. They headed to
Norway for the Tuthill 'experience of a lifetime'.

Richard, son of Francis Tuthil l , manages their race and rally
programme. Two especially prepared, 300hp Porsche 911s
are provided. " There is no classroom tuit ion", says Richard.
"My customers have paid for wheel time and that's what they
get. . . lots of  i t ! "

The first exercise is a long slalom on the icy runway. The
cars are fitted with medium competition snow tyres and small
button studs. These give reasonable grip but ensure plenty of
slippage, which is exactly what's needed when learning the art
of delicate throttle control. What should be a relatively straight
fonryard run through the slalom proved to be the opposite with
all four drivers burying their cars in adjacent snow banks.
The mantra "on throttle hold straight, off throttle let slide, on
throttle hold straight, off throttle let slide" soon proved its worth.
Amazingly, the 911s would hold angles of up to 4Sdegrees
without spinning. ..well beyond expectations.

Next up was a twisty circuit on the lake with a smooth groomed
surface l ined by high snow banks. Richard and Martin put the
pressure on with their stopwatches. The natural instinct is to
try to keep the car straight and tidy but this just doesn't work

lce Meisters.. . .NOT

for a maximum-attack run. Rather, the technique is shift up
a gear and let the torque provide effortless fonryard motion.
These cars are geared to about 11 Smph so the acceleration is
ferocious...and you can use a surprising amount of it. Off the
throttle and aim at the inside of the corner for early turn in, left
foot brake to move weight to the front, feel the front end bite
with the rear sliding, wait unti l you can see up the next straight
then feed in the power until the next left foot brake point. Lots
of spins and snow banks later, the four ice meisters were on
the game. Remarkably, the cars rarely sustained any damage,
the most being a buckled splitter and rear valance.

Day two and the ante is upped. Heavily studded skinny 145
section tyres are fitted, which look silly but do an amazing
job. A new high-speed lake circuit is used and this means 90+
mph. lt also means the right foot is constantly stabbing the
accelerator (no time to use it for braking) while the left foot is
dancing between clutch and brake. Hands are gently feeding
in lock and feeling for grip and old brains (well, some of us) are
working overtime! Get it wrong and snow banks beckon. Get
it r ight and the result is the near orgasmic experience of sliding
a 911 in 4th gear, rushing towards a hairpin at 70 mph and not
quite spinning, letting the nose kiss the inside snow bank and
then making the perfect exit. "lncredible" as Alex Furiani would
often say.

After lunch it was into the forest for the ultimate eye opener.
Two rally stages run back-to-back approximately four
kilometres each way. These are tight roads with snow banks
and pine trees to halt wayward 911s. Not for the faint hearted
then. After a flat out run in the co-driver seat with Richard and
Martin driving, it 's t ime for the drive of your l i fe. Even if you
have done classic rall ies on snow and ice nothing can prepare
you for this full-on high-speed ice stage, although the two
days pre-training do help keep the cars on the road! Again,
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the need to understand left  foot braking was cri t ical to keep the
nose t ight into corners. A stream of instruct ions through Peltor
helmets leaves the student in no doubt. .  .  never, ever let the car
' f ind i ts own way'.  Always stay in charge. Always be either on
the throt t le,  or  on the brake, and working the wheel.  Never let
the car take control othenruise the snow banks wil l  engulf you
before you can say 

( 'b****r".  
And i t 's a real chore trying to haul

buried cars out with 4wd Toyotas or tractor.

The Tuthi l l  ice experience is for those drivers who rel ish the f ine
art of car control,  who want to further upgrade their ski l ls, and
who love the thr i l l  of  ' taming the beast ' .  So, gather your mates
and head to Nonrrvay between November and Apr i l . . .you' l l  never
regret it.
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